You connect, we’ll protect.

From the network to your data center, CenturyLink helps your business securely connect, proactively monitor and effectively defend against constantly evolving threats.

Protection you can count on.

400K+ cyberattacks stopped in one month
120+ DDoS attacks mitigated each day
$1B+ in cybercrime to be prevented this year*

We see more, so we can stop more. Every day, we monitor:

114B+ NetFlow sessions
1.3B+ security network events
5K+ command-and-control servers (C2s)

Protect your business, secure your success.

As the security landscape becomes more complex, CenturyLink provides a one-stop, cost-effective solution for the comprehensive protection your organization needs to reduce risk while maximizing business opportunity. See how at centurylink.com/business/security.

Learn More